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The Southport School
Founded in 1901, The Southport School is an Anglican day and 
boarding school for boys from Prep (Reception) to Year 12. 

The School's student population is close to 1400 of which 800 are in 
the Senior School and 310 are boarders. 

The vision of the School is to be acknowledged as a world-class day 
and boarding school for boys as it aims to create a balanced and 
holistic learning community. 



Space for whom…?



Use of Space … 

Four Categories (Shilling and Cousins):

Colonisation – imposition of values and behaviour that may run counter to norms

Regulation – the teacher or librarian is the primary referent

Association – connecting with a given space and the activities within that space

Disassociation – the vacation of space
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New learning landscape …

* Changing pedagogical needs and expectations

* The nature of differentiation and learning styles

* Creating accessible, flexible, collaborative social spaces



Learning sustainability …

]

Three main concerns …
* maintaining the intellectual credibility of the learning environment 

*building and sustaining personalised learning
*ensuring spaces become collaborative and communal

(Learning spaces) need to provide both the scholarly tools for which they were intended and the space for people to converge 
(Burke)



Learning sustainability …

]

Today, an effective learning space … 
* highlights independent, active and authentic learning
* is comfortable, flexible and dynamic 
* considers the physical, social and emotional space



Flexible Learning Space

Learning Spaces Need …
* to align with the needs of the user

* thrive on flexibility
* include staff input and support

* to reflect ‘new philosophies’



The next project… alfresco learning







Blended Learning   
in the Classroom



How does technology alter the way teachers 
teach? 

Space
Control

Relationships



From content to process 
From instructional delivery and isolation 

to collaborative networks and communication
From consumers to makers/creators

What are employers 

looking for in students?

Consequently, what is our 

role?



Who are Gen Z?

Prefer interactive media to passive 
TV or print 
Want multi-functional gadgets
Want to ‘rate’ things - pictures, 
videos, text and make comments

Gen Z have ‘real’ power

Aware of power of dialogue (FB)
They take ‘risks’ with opinion
Already very knowledgeable
Autonomous



As teachers, we need to empower the 

development of creative and critical mindsets in 

students and teachers alike



To break ‘oppressive’ relationship 
students must see outside themselves

1. must take a risk
2. must be problems to solve

3. must be partnership between 
students and teachers, and students 

and students

Paulo Freire

‘Banking of education’ model is 
dysfunctional 



"Do we give time for students to go deep into their own learning? 

Learning happens more through creation than consumption." 

Alec Couros



Participatory culture emerges

‘shared culture’

dialogue is the key



More and more students ‘taking charge’ 
of the classroom and the dialogue.
More and more students are 
participating in owning and developing 
the knowledge to produce a shared 
culture - this is liberating.



Power of Feedback
• Born into an ‘Internet world’ Gen Z 

expects feedback
• Social media shapes their lives

we can’t deny this reality!
• Expect flexibility from their 

educational environment 
• Gen Z is more aware of their power 

because of their access to 
technology



CLASSROOM WITH DIGITAL COMMUNITY



Feedback - New culture in the classroom ? Peer-to-peer appraisals 



Peer-to-peer feedback - Empowering - receiving feedback from friends



THE GOOGLE 
SHARE DRIVE 

APP



A familiar image? Are we changing?



The power of Gen Z 

Technology has ‘empowered’ this 

generation like never before -

learning spaces are diverse spaces -

they have choice

They have taken power in many 

respects 

but they still need guidance - perhaps 

now more than ever before!
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